Antwerp-Central station is a true green mobility hub. Trains, trams, bus or bike, all options are available to take you either to the city centre or to Flanders in no time! You can leave your car behind in one of the station's two underground car parks.

If you just want to do some quick shopping, there’s no need to rush into the city. You can pick up your groceries at the station supermarket, buy a snack, withdraw cash and get your publicity, coffee. The varied offer ranges from a pharmacy to a barista coffee shop to a supermarket, each located close to each other on level +1.

Antwerp-Central is vibrant with life. The unique architecture of the building only emphasizes this. Indeed, with its 75 m high dome, the historical railway cathedral constitutes an A world-class monument of the building only emphasizes this. Indeed, with its 75 m high dome, the historical railway cathedral constitutes an A world-class monument A world-class monument. It was classified by UNESCO as a cultural heritage in 2009. The railway cathedral is the heart of the diamond district.

In 2009, Antwerp ranked as the fourth most beautiful station in the world. In 2011, the station won the European Prime Award, a prestigious EU award for cultural heritage.
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